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Beth understands the importance of balancing life with a spiritual practice,
motherhood and career. Through channeling and teaching she is committed
to helping others deal with grief and convey the wisdom of the spirit world.
She believes that in understanding death we learn more about life. Her
personal story of healing can inspire others to understand the power of their
own Spirit to live, love and even laugh again, after the loss of loved ones.

Beth is a graduate of Delphi University and has been practicing meditation
for over 25 years. She has been featured on numerous radio shows
nationwide. Beth founded Inner Light Teaching in 1998. She is passionate
about teaching meditation and how spirituality is the missing link in mental
and emotional wellness. She facilitates a meditation program at a local
high school,  helping students cope with the stressors of today's world.
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“Five minutes into her reading Beth was describing the
son I had lost; his physical appearance, his personality,
his memories. She knew nothing about my family or the
circumstances that brought me to her. And yet, here he
was, big as life. Through Beth, I learned that hhe
continues to live, and in a very real way is always close to
me. It is the most wonderful gift I’ve ever gotten. Beth
and my son taught me how to live again.”

"Dear Beth, Thank you so much for last night's online
circle. The answer to my question from the spirit world
was one that was afraid of hearing but needed to hear
at the same time. Thank you so much, so nice to be
home and experience the love and spirit connection."

"Beth Lynch is one of the most gifted mediums I have
met. She connects you with passed loved ones and
accurately describes them and provides their names. I
have been working with Beth since 2015, and every
reading has been by phone. Each reading we've done
with Beth is as if she is in the room with me."

"I was introduced to Beth Lynch and her services back in
2016. I was initially a little weary to have a reading done
as it would have to be done via cell phone/Skype and
wasn't sure how the experience would go. Beth's reading
truly changed my life and helped me to heal and turn my
circumstances around. I was over a 24 hour drive away
from her and I felt like she was sitting right next to me."


